
UNIVERSALITY OF ASPLUND SPACESPETR H�AJEK, GILLES LANCIEN, AND VICENTE MONTESINOSAbstrat. Given any in�nite ardinal � , there exists no Banah spae of density � , whih is Asplund or has the Pointof Continuity Property and is universal for all reexive spaes of density � .In the framework of Banah spae theory, the universal spae problem an be traed bak to the Sottish book [M℄problem no. 49 whih asks about the existene of a separable (resp. separable and reexive or Asplund) Banah spaeontaining all separable (resp. separable and reexive or Asplund) spaes isomorphialy. The ase of separable spaeshas a lassial positive solution C[0; 1℄ (Banah and Mazur), while the reexive or Asplund ase has a negative solution(Szlenk [S℄, resp. Wojtaszyk [W℄). In our present note we give a negative answer to the reexive and Asplund situationfor arbitrary densities, with a proof that also applies to the original problem. Our method of proof is essentially ablend of ideas from [S℄ and [AB℄. It is perhaps less known that Banah-Mazur theorem also generalizes for arbitrarydensities. Yesenin-Volpin [Y℄ has shown the existene of a C(K) spae of density � , whih ontains all spaes of density� isometrialy, for every ardinal � . It is rather surprising that the WCG version of the question, whih has beensolved by Argyros and Benyamini (assuming GCH), has a positive answer i� of(�) = !. In partiular, there existsa WCG spae of density �! ontaining isometrialy and omplementably all reexive spaes of the same density, butthere is no suh reexive spae. There has been a large number of papers on the subjet of universality (inludingvarious more speialized lasses of spaes). Most notably, Bourgain [B℄ has shown that a Banah spae universal forall separable reexive spaes ontains C[0; 1℄, and thus also every separable spae. It follows from the onstrution in[AB℄ of a universal WCG spae of density �!, that Bourgain's result does not generalize to arbitrary densities. Werefer the reader to the upomming monograph [HMVZ℄ for a omprehensive list of results and referenes related touniversal Banah spaes.Our notation is standard, ! is the least in�nite ordinal and � stands for an arbitrary in�nite ardinal, whih weidentify for onveniene with the least ordinal of the same ardinality. Then, �+ denotes its suessor ardinal. Themain tool used in our proof will be a version of the Szlenk index (equivalent to the original index introdued by Szlenkin the ase of spaes with a separable dual [L℄), whih is suitable also in the nonseparable setting (for a detailedaount of results an appliations of the Szlenk index see [L2℄). The losed unit ball of a Banah spae X will bedenoted BX .De�nition 1. Let X be an Asplund spae, B � X� be a w�-ompat subset. Given " > 0, put B"0 = B. Proeedingindutively, if � is an ordinal, putB"�+1 = B"� n [W; for all W w� � open subsets of B"� with diam(W ) < ":If � is a limit ordinal, put B"� = \�<�B"� :Clearly, the sets B"� are w�-ompat. Assume that � is the least ordinal so that B"� = ;. Then we de�ne Sz"(B) = �.We de�ne the Szlenk index Sz(B) = sup ">0Sz"(B). In ase when B = BX� , we abuse the notation slightly bydenoting Sz"(X) = Sz"(B) and alling Sz(X) = Sz(B) the Szlenk index of the spae X.Few remarks are in order. It is lear that the Szlenk index of a Banah spae Sz(X) is invariant under linearisomorphisms. The restrition of the de�nition to the lass of Asplund spaes is not arbitrary. A well-known har-aterization of Asplund spaes (due to several authors, in partiular Namioka, Phelps, Jayne and Rogers, see [DGZ,Thm. I.5.2℄) laims that a Banah spae is Asplund i� every w�-ompat subset of the dual has a non empty w�-opensubset of diameter less than ", for every " > 0. This is exatly the ondition needed for the derivation proess to endat some ordinal.It is lear that G � B � BX� implies that Sz(G) � Sz(B). In partiular, using the natural identi�ations, weimmediately see that Sz(Z) � Sz(X), whenever Z is a linear quotient spae of X . Moreover, we have the next lemma.Lemma 2. Let X be a Banah spae, Y ,! X. Then Sz(Y ) � Sz(X).Date: January 2006.2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 46B30, 46B03.Supported by grants: Institutional Researh Plan AV0Z10190503, A100190502, GA �CR 201/04/0090 and Projet BMF2002-01423.1



UNIVERSALITY OF ASPLUND SPACES 2Proof. Denote i : Y ! X the embedding operator and let " > 0. Suppose that P � BX� , S � BY � are w�-ompatsets with S � i�(P ). Then S"1 � i�(P "21 ). Indeed, if s 2 S"1 then there exists a net S 3 s� w�! s, suh that ks� � sk � "2 .Choose a net p� 2 P , i�(p�) = s�. Sine P is w�-ompat, there exists a w�-onvergent subnet p� w�! p 2 P . Clearly,i�(p) = s and kp� � pk � "2 for all �. So, we have that for every w�-neighbourhood W of p in P , diam(W ) � "2 . Thusp 2 P "21 , and the laim follows. A standard indution argument now yields that Sz"(S) � Sz "2 (P ). We onlude theproof of the lemma by applying this result to P = BX� and S = BY � . �Lemma 3. Let X be an Asplund spae of density � . Then Sz(X) < �+.Proof. To this end, it suÆes to show that Sz"(X) < �+ for every " > 0. Indeed (in ZFC, [J, p. 27℄), �+ > ! is aregular ardinal, so of(�+) > !, and Sz"(X) "!0! Sz(X) < �+. By Theorem I.5.2 of [DGZ℄, for every w�-ompatsubset K � X�, K"� has a nonempty w�-open subset disjoint with K"�+1. Thus K nK"� forms a stritly inreasinglong sequene of w�-open subsets of K. Reall that K has a basis of the w�-topology of ardinality � , whih impliesthat K"� = ; for some � < �+, as laimed. �Reall that the height �(K) of a topologial spae K is the least ordinal � for whih the Cantor derivative K(�) isempty.Lemma 4. Given an in�nite ardinal � , for every � < �+ there exists a strong Eberlein ompat K � 0(�) withheight at least �.Proof. Reall that a strong Eberlein ompat is a subset K � 0(�), onsisting of f0; 1g valued �nitely supportedfuntions, whih is ompat in the pointwise topology. It is easy to see that in suh a ompat, there may not exist anin�nite sequene A1 & A2 & : : : of �nite subsets of � , suh that �Ai 2 K. Consequently, K (hereditarily) has isolatedpoints and is a sattered ompat. Therefore the height �(K) is well de�ned. Sine K may be viewed as a subset of�<!, it is lear that �(K) < �+. To onstrut K with �(K) � �, we proeed by indution. For � = 1, hoose K =f0g [ f�t : t 2 �g. Suppose we have onstruted K� � 0(��), �(K�) � � for all � < � < �+, where �� are pairwisedisjoint index sets of ardinality � . Put � = [�� , and K = f�A : jA n Bj � 1; for some B � A;�B 2 K�; � < �g. Itis standard to verify that K is a strong Eberlein ompat. It follows that j�j � j� � �j = � and �(K) � � + 1 for all� < �, and so K satis�es �(K) � �. �Theorem 5. Let � be an in�nite ardinal. Then for every � � � < �+ there exists a reexive Banah spae X� ofdensity � and suh that Sz(X�) � �.Proof. Let K � 0(�) be a strong Eberlein ompat with �(K) � �. By the [DFJP℄ fatorization theorem there existsa reexive spae Y� (WLOG of density �), and a bounded linear and injetive operator T : Y� ! 0(�), K � T (BY�).Being reexive, Y� is naturally a dual spae, and so we have Sz(T�1(K)) � Sz(BY�). Besides, we have kf � gk = 1whenever f; g 2 K, f 6= g. Thus there exists some " > 0 suh that kT�1(f) � T�1(g)k � 2" for all f 6= g 2 K. Itis now easy to verify that T�1(K(�)) � (T�1(K))"� , and so we have Sz(X�) = Sz(BY�) � Sz(T�1(K)) � �, whereX� = Y �� . �Theorem 6. Given an in�nite ardinality � , there exist no Asplund spae of density � universal for all reexive (inpartiular also Asplund) spaes of density � .Proof. By previous results, Sz(X) < �+ for every Asplund spae of density � . On the other hand, for every � < �+,there exists a reexive spae X� of density � and suh that Sz(X�) > �. Lemma 2 �nishes the proof. �We reall that a Banah spae X is said to have the Point of Continuity Property (in short PCP) if for everyweakly losed and bounded subset F of X and every " > 0, the identity map from (F;w) to (F; k k) has a point ofontinuity. If F � X is weakly losed, one an de�ne a derived set F "[1℄ by deleting all the weakly open subsets of Fof diameter less than ". Then, S"(F ) is the least ordinal � suh that S"[�℄ (de�ned indutively as before) is empty,S(F ) = sup">0 S"(F ) and (abusively) S(X) = S(BX).Let � be an in�nite ardinal. IfX is a Banah spae of density � and with PCP, then we learly have that S(X) < �+.Now, if X is universal for all reexive Banah spaes of density � , then, for any � � � < �+, Y� ,! X , where Y� isthe reexive spae built in the proof of Theorem 5. These observations learly yield the following statement.Theorem 7. Given an in�nite ardinality � , there exists no Banah spae of density � having PCP, that is universalfor all reexive (in partiular also RNP or PCP) spaes of density � .



UNIVERSALITY OF ASPLUND SPACES 3Final remarks. Our results an also be proved by extending Szlenk's onstrution after the �rst unountable ordinal.This onsists in de�ning X� indutively as follows. X0 = `2, X�+1 = X� �1 `2 and X� = (P�<�X�)`2 if � is alimit ordinal. The interest of our argument lies in the simple onstrution of an Eberlein ompat spae K of heightgreater than �, whih is a onrete witness (through the fatorization operator T ) of the fat that Sz(X�) � �.We work diretly with the dual balls of our spaes. This topologial approah is in line with [Y℄, [AB℄ and mostreently [Be℄. It brings up the following natural general question. Given a lass of ompat spaes, whih is losedwith respet to taking quotients, does there exist a universal element with respet to taking quotients of a givenweight? Its "dual" version then reads, given a lass of Banah spaes, losed with respet to taking subspaes, doesthere exists a universal spae of a given density harater? The "duality" here is in the sense that the dual unit ballof the Banah spae, with its w�-topology (whih is always a ompat spae), belongs to the desired lass topologialompat spaes. It seems that for lasses of topologial spaes whih are fragmentable in some metri, there may bea hane to obtain a negative answer by building up an index theory along Szlenk's lines. If fragmentability is notpresent, another invariant has to be sought, or perhaps the answer is positive, as it is in the most general ase of allompat spaes. We �nd partiularly interesting the ase of Corson ompata, not fragmentable in general ([AM℄,[F℄), orresponding to the WLD Banah spaes ([FHHMPZ℄).Referenes[AB℄ S. Argyros and Y. Benyamini, Universal WCG Banah spaes and universal Eberlein ompats, Isr. J. Math. 58 (1987), 305{320.[AM℄ S. Argyros and S. Merourakis, On weakly Lindelof Banah spaes, Roky Mountain J. Math. 23 (1993), 395{446.[Be℄ M. Bell, Universal uniform Eberlein ompat spaes, Pro. AMS 128 (2000), 2191{2197.[B℄ J. Bourgain, On separable Banah spaes universal for all separable reexive spaes, Pro. AMS 79 (1980), 241{246.[DFJP℄ W. Davis, T. Figiel, W.B. Johnson and A. Pelzynski, Fatoring weakly ompat operators, J. Fun. Anal. 17 (1974), 311{327.[DGZ℄ R. Deville, G. Godefroy and V. Zizler, Smoothness and Renormings in Banah Spaes, Pitman Monographs 64 (1993).[F℄ M. Fabian, Gateaux Di�erentiability of Convex Funtions and Topology Canadian Math. So. Books, John Wiley (1997).[FHHMPZ℄ M. Fabian, P. Habala, P. H�ajek, V. Montesinos, J. Pelant and V. Zizler, Funtional analysis and in�nite dimensional geometry,Canadian Math. So. Books, Springer Verlag, (2001).[HMVZ℄ P. H�ajek, V. Montesinos, J. Vanderwer� and V. Zizler, Biorthogonal systems in Banah spaes, monograph in preparation.[J℄ T. Jeh Set theory, Aademi Press (1978).[L℄ G. Lanien, Dentability indies and loally uniformly onvex renormings, Roky Mtn. J. Math. 23 (1993), 635{647.[L2℄ G. Lanien, A survey on the Szlenk index and some of its appliations. To appear in RACSAM.[M℄ R.D. Mauldin (Ed.) The Sottish Book, Birkhauser (1981).[S℄ W. Szlenk, The non-existene of a separable reexive Banah spae, universal for all reexive Banah spaes, Studia Math. 30(1968), 53{61.[W℄ P. Wojtaszyk, On separable Banah spaes ontaining all separable reexive Banah spaes, Studia Math. 37 (1970), 197{202.[Y℄ A. S. Yesenin-Volpin, On the existene of the universal biompat of arbitrary weight, Dokl. Akad. Nauk 68 (1949), 649{652. (inRussian).Mathematial Institute, Czeh Aademy of Siene, �Zitn�a 25, 115 67 Praha 1, Czeh RepubliE-mail address: hajek�math.as.zUniversit�e de Franhe Comt�e, Besanon, 16, Route de Gray, 25030 Besanon Cedex, FraneE-mail address: gilles.lanien�math.univ-fomte.frDepartment of Applied Mathematis, Teleommuniation Engineering Faulty, Polytehni University of Valenia, 46071Valenia, SpainE-mail address: vmontesi�mat.upv.es


